YOGA: This is a perfect opportunity to
merge your yoga practice with and exploration of the wider culture and customs of its homeland, India.
Classes will be with Julie Anderson, a
Senior Iyengar Teacher with 20 years
teaching experience. Since qualifying as
a teacher Julie has made many visits to
India to train with BKSIyengar & family.
She is a kind and inspiring teacher, able
to bring out the best in your yoga while
deepening your understanding.
Yoga practice will be offered as morning and evening sessions, and will cover
the full spectrum of Iyengar yoga from
the challenging to the restorative.
Yoga will take place on the spectacular
roof terrace and in the activity room at
Ragini Cottages.
Julie has travelled extensively in India
and this holiday is a way for her to share
her love of the land and people with
you.

LOCATION: The Kullu Valley, in the ‘foothills’
of the Himalaya, is also known as the ‘Valley
of the Gods’. Here Hinduism meets Buddhism, and the mix of cultural influences is
seen throughout daily life. The mountains
and views are picture postcard beautiful, and
the folks are gentle.
Naggar is a quiet village perched on the
hillside. From Naggar you can wander into
the very fine forest and explore the trails that
take you to many traditional villages or further to high meadows with alpine flowers.
We will have information on lovely local
walks, all very accessible.
Your explorations of the Kullu Valley will include a visit to the auspicious village of Manikaran with its Sikh and Hindu temples, from
where we will walk to a camp on high meadows, with the opportunity to bathe in hot
springs. And of course there will be shopping
opportunities in the local towns (such as
Manali and Pathlikuhl), where we will travel
at least once by local bus – just for the experience!

ACCOMODATION: Vinod and Nadia, our hosts ,
offer a ‘homely stay’ at Ragini Cottages. The
accommodation consists of high quality, spacious one bedroom and studio apartments,
and 3 double rooms (all ensuite) in the Villa.
They take care to source locally grown fruit
and vegetables, organic where possible and
prepare delicious meals in the state of the art
kitchen.
The terraced gardens at Ragini Cottages are
visited by many birds, the occasional monkeys, and are a great place to relax and watch
village life below.

We believe this unique two week
holiday is FANTASTIC VALUE coming in
at £1050-1150 (depending on
accommodation chosen)
Included:
 A minimum of 27 hours of Iyengar
yoga tuition
 Transfer from Bhuntar Airport
(near Kullu) to Naggar
 Accommodation at Ragini
Cottages on B&B basis
 4 delicious vegetarian dinners
 2 nights/3 days visit and trek to
the Parvati Valley all inclusive
 Complimentary head massage
 Wi-Fi
n.b. Non-yogi partner deduct £150:
Surcharge for single room use. Limited
spaces for both.

Would you like to join
us?
Contact Julie or Marieke for
more information and a booking
form.

iyogajulie@gmail.com
Or call us on

01382 543431

www.iyogajulie.co.uk
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